
In a remarkably similar incident…
… to the Baltimore bridge collapse, a huge 

container ship has narrowly avoided a 
collision with a bridge in New York after 
it lost power and the quick-thinking 
captain dropped the anchor. Now I’m no 
conspiracy theorist, but when something 
like this happens once, it’s an accident, 
but twice … there’s something else 
happening here … and with a solar eclipse 
darkening large patches of America, I’m 
expecting a certain Mr. Trump to start 
blaming the immigrants any moment 
now!  

It was a quiet night with …
… most of the activity taking place in 

commodity markets, with oil prices 
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slipping lower after Israel withdrew 
troops from southern Gaza for ‘tactical’ 
reasons … or the rumour that Iran has 
informed the US that it will refrain 
from responding to the Syrian airstrike 
should a ceasefire be reached. Against 
this copper futures surged above the 
USD4.25 price to reach their highest 
level in 14-months, as an upswing in 
global manufacturing activity should 
support stronger demand for base metals.

Equity markets started the week in 
positive territory, unlike bond markets 
which are on a tear, with US yields 
continuing their surge higher after the US 
10-year treasury reached a 4.5-month 
high at 4.46%, before easing back to 
4.42% at the close, while the 2-years 
gained 7bps to be at 4.80%. Interestingly, 
the stronger US rates outlook is not 
supporting the US-dollar, which slipped 
back below the 104.00 level, this saw the 
NZD, AUD and EUR all post modest gains, 
although USD/JPY is closing in on the 
psychological 152.00 level with the pair 
currently at 151.85.

In terms of actual data releases, US 
consumer inflation expectations 
remained at a 3-year low at 3.0% for a 
third consecutive month, while the 3-year 
forecast increased to 2.9% from 2.7%, and 
the 5-year projection decreased to 2.6% 
from 2.9%. In Germany, exports dropped 

-2.0% to EUR132.9bn in February against 
expectations for a -0.5% fall, while 
Japanese ‘real’ wages (inflation adjusted) 
fell for a 23rd consecutive month. 

Fed member, Austin Goolsbee, was also 
on the newswires, although he didn’t 
say anything of real value stating, “The 
economy remains strong and jobs data 
confirms that. The Fed now has to decide 
how long to be restrictive on monetary 
policy.”

An economic warning!
In his annual letter to shareholders, 
JPMorgan Chase CEO, Jamie Dimon, 
warned the US is at a ‘pivotal moment’ and 
the financial markets are ‘overconfident’! 
Yes, the economy is resilient, but it is 
being underpinned by government 
spending with the risk interest rates 
could remain higher given, “The deficits 
today are even larger and occurring in boom 
times — not as the result of a recession — 
and they have been supported by QE, which 
was never done before the great financial 
crisis. These markets seem to be pricing in 
at a 70% to 80% chance of a soft landing 

— modest growth along with declining 
inflation and interest rates” Mr. Dimon 
believes the odds are a lot lower. On 
the political outlook he stated the US is 
grappling with, “highly charged, emotional 
and political” issues and the “fraying of the 
American dream” while, talking his own 
book, he reiterated the proposed Basel 
3 banking rules are “flawed and poorly 
calibrated.”

Finally, an ‘Offer of Employment’ signed 
by Steve Jobs’ in 1986 is on sale for a 
modest USD95k!
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